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Silvers get on the feed for
Olney’s great Ouse open!
ROARING great sell-out success. That was
Olney's latest 60 peg Ouse open – with the
55 who weighed-in totalling 359lb, which was
mostly silvers!

A

And even the few who didn't go to the scales all caught
fish in Sunday's first Ron Bull memorial open, though
there were also a handful of big perch landed amid all
the roach, dace
and chublets.

■ CALVERT, Steeple Claydon: Ben Holdaway 9-13, Dave Lewis 4-

4, Nigel Steel 2-12.
■ NENE/Towcester, Grafton canal: Carl Smith 7-13 (skimmers),
Chris Pyed 6-9, Matt Hodgotts 6-5.
■ OLNEY Ouse midweek open: Stuart Cheetham 6-7, Chris
Howard 4-13, Ivor Stokes 4-5.
■ CALL in at Willards Tackle tomorrow (Friday) morning and
● MARTIN
Kingston
with
'daylight'
Lodge 17

The biggest stripey
of the match – a fine
fish of 3-1 – fell to
Kevin Osborne who
hooked it with only
seconds to go and
netted it after the
final
whistle,
helping him win the
lowest
scoring
section with 511...just an ounce
clear of the next
man.
Pete Laughton had
top weight on the day with 20-14-8 of quality roach and dace on the
pole and maggot as Nick Antonacci had 16-1, Paul Reynolds 15-8
and Alan Carr 14-10.
■ GARY Kimbell 'lived the dream' for three nights on

be
part
of
the
Macmillans
World's
largest coffee morning.
Louise
is
making
sausage rolls...and Tim
is NOT allowed to touch
the food.
■ FIXTURES: Sat Oct 6,

AT World Club Float
Champs England qualifier
on Furzton Lake teams of
five. Worth going to
watch? Oct 16, Olney
Ouse open 01234 240061.

● A 28-6
Linford cat
for Robi
Bara

Dovecote with an 11 fish haul which would be a life-times
best for most people – topped off with a 42 and a 41! Also
included in his magic session were FIVE 30s, two 20s and a
couple of doubles!
■ ELSEWHERE mere mortals reached less rarefied heights.
Among them, Robi Bara got a 6am wake-up call on Linford pits
which, 30 minutes later, turned out to have been from a 28-6 cat.
John Collins had a 23-3 mirror from Furzton, and Martin Kingston
netted a 17lb 'daylight' common from Lodge.
■ THE weekend's two-day 60 peg Feeder Masters sell-out final on

Bough Beeches saw the winner walk off with £12,000 – and word
from the banks is that Michael Buchwalder picked-up £1,700 for a
sixth-placed 33-6 total...missing fourth by just a couple of ounces.
■ MK Vets, Canons Ashby: Myles Phillips 18-13, Kevin Osborne
17-12, Barry Witteridge 11-9.

Matches, catches, even rough patches? If there’s a tale to tell call Trevor Johnson on 07801 183381 or
01908 270000 or email angling@intermediauk.com (click link to email)

